
More and more companies are migrating 

to public cloud: it‘s now the norm. 
Microsoft and SAP’s joint efforts have resulted in 
an SAP certified public cloud infrastructure capable 
of handling large instances and workloads while 
also simplifying integration between Microsoft 
Office 365 and other SAP cloud solutions. Microsoft 
Azure is a robust, powerful, mature and reliable 
cloud platform and deploying SAP on Azure provides 
the best of both worlds: agility and scalability on a 
reliable platform. Moving SAP and other mission-
critical applications, however, into the public cloud 
can seem daunting, but much of the perceived risk 
in the process can be mitigated by working with 
partners with expertise in public cloud migration 
and management. 

The Power of Partnership: itelligence®, 
Secure-24®, and Microsoft®

itelligence, Secure-24 and Microsoft have partnered 

to deliver a comprehensive solution to help companies 

with SAP landscapes in their journey to S/4HANA.This 

combination brings together three highly experienced 

partners delivering a comprehensive solution to 

expedite and manage SAP migrations to Azure.

The combined SAP experience, coupled with advanced 

conversion and migration tools, provide a unique 

platform for accelerating the digital transformation 

journey while minimizing business disruption. But, 

it doesn’t stop there. After the migration, our 

professionals work with clients to optimize the 

applications, and access surrounding technologies 

such as IoT, AI, Machine Learning and Advanced 

Expedite! For SAP on Microsoft® Azure

Accelerated Migration to an SAP Certfied Cloud Platform

Fact Sheet

Expedite! for SAP on Azure is 
a comprehensive solution that 

guides SAP migrations from assessment 
and design to migration and ongoing 
optimization.

Analytics, to enhance the client experience by 

creating business value through predictive and 

operational analytics. Intellectual property serves as 

a baseline for sizing and delivering the infrastructure 

and business processes, as well as to provide 

comprehensive management and platform and/or 

application support.

This powerful partnership can help to unlock the 

value of your SAP mission-critical environment in 

the cloud with the power of advanced technologies, 

innovation and industry expertise.

SAP Advisory Services

SAP Application Optimization & Enhancement

SAP Application Support & Testing

SAP Maintenance

Infrastructure Assement

SAP Basis Administration
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Operating System

System Backup & Disaster Recovery
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Migration Project Lifecycle: 
A Managed Approach
The combination of trusted and proven experience, 
methodology, and advanced technologies assists 
clients through all phases of the cloud migration 
lifecycle. The process begins with an assessment, 
scoping and design, through cloud migration and 
maintenance to digital transformation.

During the assessment phase, itelligence and 
Secure-24 use sDiscover, an automated tool 
which requires minimal time investment and 
quickly provides a complete view of technology 
footprints and system interdependencies. With 
this information, the team produces an actionable 
project plan and timeline.

Through additional analysis, a fixed fee project plan 
is developed and business case drivers are identified. 
Our team also works with clients to develop a 
transformation road map, align business process 
with S/4 HANA analytical capabilities, extend 
functionality, and to help expedite time to market.

Why itelligence and Secure-24 for SAP 
on Azure?
n Trusted Expertise.18+ years of broad expertise 

across several technology focus areas including 
SAP migrations and upgrades.

n Integrated Managed Services. Single provider for a 
range of managed infrastructure, cloud and 
application services.

n Advanced Security Technologies. Leverage 
advanced security technologies that elevate your 
security posture and minimize risk.

n Industry-leading Support. Guaranteed 
application-level Service Level Agreements (SLA).

Key Features: 
n Predictable Costs 
 Fixed fees project and 

timeline.
n Cloud Infrastructure 

Management 
 Network Management, 

OS maintenance, backup 
and disaster recovery 
design and testing.

n Security and Compliance 
Controls 

 Proper controls and 
 security measures across 

the entire environment, 
beyond built-in cloud 
platform compliance.

n Cost Containment 
 Leverage Operational 

Analytics to manage cost 
and align budgets.

n Trusted Expertise 
Proven, experienced 
and expedited migration 
to SAP S/4HANA and 
Azure.

n Customer Experience 
Expedite time to market 
and business flexibility 
through Predictive 

 Analytics.
n Comprehensive, 
 Industry-leading Support
 Experienced Tier 1 

professionals available 
24/7/365.

Related Services:
n Application Services
n Managed Public Cloud
n Managed Hybrid Cloud
n Managed Multi-Cloud

Key Benefits
n Identify Business Case Drivers
n Extend Your IT Team
n Minimize Business Disruption
n Accelerate Public Cloud Migration
n Leverage an Integrated Solution

Contact us today to       
schedule an eye-opening 
demo or workshop:

» Phone: 1.866.483.5543

» marketing@itelligencegroup.com
» www.itelligencegroup.com/us

Assess Enable

Optimize Transform

Comprehensive SAP 
landscape & system 

review

Experience & precise 
tools reduce risk 

& disruption

Fully enable SAP 
application capabilities 

on Azuree

Leverage technologies 
to gain new insights 
& drive decisions


